The Américas Award is given in recognition of U.S. works (picture books, poetry, fiction, folklore) published in the previous year in English or Spanish that authentically and engagingly present the experience of individuals in Latin America or the Caribbean, or of Latinos in the United States. By combining both and linking the Americas, the award reaches beyond geographic borders, as well as multicultural-international boundaries, focusing instead upon cultural heritages within the hemisphere. Sponsored by the national Consortium of Latin American Studies Programs (CLASP), the award/commended list was initiated in 1993.

The award winners and the other commended books are selected for their quality of story, cultural authenticity/sensitivity, and potential for classroom use. The winning books are honored at a ceremony held each summer at the Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.

**1996 AMERICAS BOOK AWARD WINNERS**

**Picture Book:**

In this bilingual picture book celebrating Mexican American culture, Lomas Garza shares memories of growing up in her hometown of Kingsville, Texas, near the Mexican border. Her paintings of children and adults playing and working together as they prepare food, celebrate life events, and mend ills enable readers to understand constancy and change among family and friends. The author's narratives are told as first person reflections that often add dialogue or other layerings to the story being conveyed in her paintings. Truly for all ages, this companion to *Family Pictures* will be an important addition to any study of family, community, personal storytelling, or narrative painting.

**Fiction:**

The story of Manny Hernández propels readers into the heart of a Mexican American boy "who trusts too much." Using fresh, metaphorical language, Martínez captures Manny's tests of courage and masculinity, and his sense of self and place as he works alongside migrant workers in a chili pepper field, drives through an upperclass neighborhood with his teacher, and tends his grandmother's garden. Yet the central setting for the story is Manny's home, where, amidst his
family's love, fear and loyalties he is most able to reflect and begin to build a future. His vision, relationships, and judgments will enable young adolescents and their teachers to explore the social and personal complexities of finding a place for oneself that is spacious enough to hold the myriad, precise insights and experiences of Latinos in the United States.

1996 AMERICAS HONORABLE MENTIONS

Picture Book:

Storyteller Grace Hallworth offers this collection of rhymes, chants and lullabies, many remembered from her childhood growing up in Trinidad, and all showing traces of their African, French, English and American roots. Binch (illustrator of Amazing Grace and Hue Boy) combines the playfulness of the rhymes with illustrations of expressive, joyous faces and bodies in motion. Together, the text and pictures celebrate childhood and a true love of living.

Fiction:

Seventeen-year-old Juan Guillermo feels unconnected to his family’s life of hardship and hope in the city, until he spends time with his grandmother, a landowner in rural Colombia. Juan finds himself caught up in the fighting between guerrillas and the army and in the complex politics that surround him. His decisions in the midst of these struggles force his return to the city with a new sense of family, social and political choices, and his own future.

1996 AMERICAS COMMENDED LIST


Marisol, a ten-year-old Puerto Rican girl, wins a scholarship to attend ballet school, along with a Haitian-born classmate. Marisol’s love of dancing coexists with her father’s efforts to make ends meet and provide a good home for his children, and her brother’s search for his own place in the world. This engaging, believable story provides a very real sense of this family’s life in New York City.


Nine-year-old Anthony is learning to rope and ride Mexican Rodeo style from his father near Phoenix, Arizona. Color photographs highlight his combined Mexican cultural heritage and contemporary U.S. lifestyle. Cooper and Gordon have produced a very admiring and respectful story of this skillful young charro and his family.

This homage to Latino American artistry is, at the same time, a history of Latinos in this century. With wit and memory, this varied collection of portraits, moments and culturally specific images combine to explore the lives and visions of Latinas/os.


In this “I Can Read” book, a young girl in El Salvador goes to the market with her father and helps him obtain necessities by trading a precious item of her own, her teddy bear. In addition to teaching empathy and contributing to the family, it also introduces the theme of political conflict to very young readers.


Eight-year-old Luz Mendes is determined to turn a run-down vacant lot into a garden like the one her grandfather had in Puerto Rico, but she must convince her neighbors to help. This strong female protagonist has a dream and pursues it, despite the many obstacles in her path.


A little girl and her grandmother watch as the whole Mexican village prepares for and participates in a traditional Zapotec Indian wedding celebration. Light, graceful illustrations accompany the rhythmical text.


Told in the vernacular of the many countries of the Caribbean, this collection of counting rhymes is illustrated with simple, uncluttered collage images in bright colors. An attractive combination of sound and color, the book is childlike in its appeal. Faustin Charles is a professional storyteller, originally from Trinidad.


In this bilingual picture book, a woman recalls idyllic childhood visits to her grandparents’ ranch in Mexico, where she and her brother played with her cousins, listened to the stories of an old ranch hand, and enjoyed other simple pleasures.

Poems celebrate the beauty of the Southwest as experienced by a Mexican American girl. Spanish words and Latino culture are integrated into the text; the collection includes a glossary and bright acrylic illustrations add detail.

Told in Caribbean dialect, this book tells of a woman who fears the night, but who learns, through her neighbors and a broken star, to befriend the dark. The author wrote the story after spending an extended period in Tobago. Whimsical mixed media illustrations complement the humor of Darkfright’s efforts to keep night away.


A Mexican American girl recounts how her mother moved the family to the United States during the Mexican Revolution. In this story passed from the real Elena to the author’s grandmother to the author, the strength of one woman mirrors the strength of countless other women, past and present, who have done what was necessary for the sake of family and future.


At a plantation in rural Puerto Rico at the turn of the century, a young foreman seeks answers to the mystery surrounding his family. Typical of *costumbrismo* writing, the story provides extensive detail of folk customs and daily life long past. Never published during Pura Belpré’s lifetime, the manuscript was brought to light through the efforts of the “Recovering the U.S. Hispanic Literary Heritage” Project.


Marisol and her ethnically diverse neighbors turn a vacant New York City lot into a lush community garden. Mural-like colorful paintings, which move as if in a breeze, depict Marisol and her community as they plant and tend the garden. Her plant dies when the season changes but is reborn again in the art on a neighborhood wall.


Although a Mexican family comes to the United States to work as farm laborers so that their children will have opportunities, the parents still consider Mexico their home. The uniquely styled illustrations combine brilliant color with Mexican artifacts and magically real movement. The children begin to recognize not only their parents’ sacrifice, but the bonds that connect an extended family to each other and to place.


This myth explains the origins of the sea, the forest, and the island now called Puerto Rico. It will especially delight young children who know something about pumpkins, but who may be surprised to discover that the pumpkin becomes the source of life for the Taino people.
Background on the Taino culture before the arrival of Columbus is provided in an afterword.


These stories from thirteen countries and four indigenous cultures date from pre-Columbian and post-Columbian times. Maps, background notes, and source information demonstrate the effort which went into the collection and will provide further avenues for exploration of Latin American folklore. (Published as English and Spanish dual editions.)


In this big book format, Chago loses his first tooth and writes to share the news with his grandmother in the Dominican Republic. Told in rhyme, the story follows his letter’s journey from New York City to the island. English vocabulary labels are used throughout the illustrations.


After she chooses a cute dog piñata for her birthday party, Clara pretends it is her pet and doesn’t want it to get broken. Lively illustrations, brimming with detail, carry this story of family, good friends, and a little girl who loves her pretend dog.


In these three short, simple stories set in Mexico, Rosa encounters a rooster, a burro and a wolf. With her self-assurance and the blessings of the animals, the earth and the sky, all problems are solved. Written in a sparse, lyrical text with elements of magical realism, each story used Spanish words which are defined in the brief glossary.


With thoughtful presentation, the editor has selected a broad cross-section of stories that represent the indigenous and European cultures of Latin America. The collection was drawn from a rich variety of narrative sources, both oral and written, originally published in various Latin American countries.


For International Day at school, Pablo wants to bring something that reflects the culture of both
his parents who are Mexican and Jewish. By symbolically honoring his family, Pablo learns something about who he is. Warm illustrations show the tenderness with which the family lives, works and bakes together.

Inspired by the work of Mexican folk artist Josefina Aguilar, the book also functions as a counting book in Spanish. Josefina learns to mold clay figures as a child by watching her parents and continues the art form throughout her lifetime. The illustrations are true to the clay folk art tradition.


Inspired by Maya legend, the sun becomes a jaguar at night, stalking through the jungle until it appears again as the sun in the eastern sky. As much a poem as a story, illustrations and text flawlessly dovetail as raindrops become jaguar spots become shimmering bubbles become the morning sun.


The maguey has many practical uses for the Mexican pueblo--from providing a roof to producing thread. Miguel cleverly discovers a way to save the beloved maguey plant from destruction by rich landowner Don César.


A young Inca girl succeeds where her brothers and others have failed on a quest to cure the king’s son. The strength of this female protagonist comes across in the fine woodcut illustrations as well.


A love of Mexico is expressed through the gentle poetry and dignified illustrations of this collection. The author lived in Mexico City for fifteen years; the illustrator is second generation Mexican American.


The white rabbit is enchanted by Nina’s black skin and wants to have children as beautiful as she is. First published in Brazil as Menina Bonita and subsequently in Venezuela by Ediciones Ekaré, the U.S. edition allows an opportunity to read the work of one of Brazil’s most prolific children’s writers.

To end the devastation of a small Puerto Rican town, Letivia, a *curandera*, and her friends use their magic to conquer the evil forces hiding in *El Yunque*, the Puerto Rican rainforest. The story is notable for its depiction of an older woman as an adventurous hero; the glowing illustrations convey the magical realism of the tale.


Misunderstanding his wife’s instructions, an old man sets out for a party with a door, *la puerta*, instead of *el puerco*, the pig for barbecuing, on his back. The amusing illustrations contribute to this comedy of errors as the old man struggles with the door but helps others along the way.


Having saved enough money to buy a disposable camera, Pascual goes into the Guatemalan rain forest near Tikal to take pictures of howler monkeys, but the results are not what he expects. Illustrations mirror snapshots with borders of Guatemalan weaving.


Prietita, a young Mexican American girl, goes in search of an herb to cure her mother and encounters *La Llorona*. Rather than the negative image with which the legendary figure has traditionally been associated, here *La Llorona* is a compassionate figure. The two characters work together, symbolizing the strength of Chicana women (bilingual).


Long before the sun even thinks of rising, the Haitian children run to school where they learn the letters, sounds and words of their beautiful books. The author is a Haitian poet; the engaging illustrations echo the Haitian painting tradition.


Young Soto plants a banana shoot and watches it grow; meanwhile he makes friends in the market where his mother works. In gratitude for their kindness, Soto gives each a ripened hand of his bananas. The Haitian illustrator gives a sense of specificity to this story of generosity, reciprocity, and the love of reading and art.


A cat named Toughy begins to fill the emptiness that Tonio feels because he had to leave his dog
behind in Mexico. Little by little, “el gato” becomes “my cat” as Tonio and Toughy grow closer and Tonio begins to find a place for himself as well.

A collection of paintings first exhibited at the 1940 Chicago Negro Exhibition chronicle the liberation of Haiti in 1804. A well-written narrative tells of the emotional journey of those who were enslaved and their desperate fight for freedom.


When his face changes into that of a snake after he visits a forbidden cave, a young boy wears a mask for twenty years before being taken into the sky as lightning. The story is based upon folk culture about the natural world of Oaxaca, Mexico.

Although beyond the criteria for the Américas Award, other notable 1996 publications include:


With a very approachable style, the authors depict how the Tarascan embroiderers around Lake Pátzcuaro in central Mexico adapt to cultural, social and environmental change while holding fast to certain traditions.


Molas, spectacular fabric designs in vibrant colors, provide a window into Cuna life. Created by the women of the San Blas Islands of Panama, the text loosely uses the designs to shape a narrative including songs, history, customs and explanations of mola art.

These photo documentaries introduce readers to indigenous women’s responses to local and global economies, and the function and storytelling roles of their textile art. Through their clear narrative and close-up view, each sets a necessarily high standard for the representation of indigenous people and their art.
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